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" Since I saw you last
There is a change upon you."-Shakspeare.

TO us at Sherborne this year of grace 1887 may rightly be
said to have been an Annus Mirabilis iyet we have not

expended our Jubilee cash or our Jubilee energies on
addresses and presentations, but have reserved them for some
thing more permanent and more substantial. For all that, we
have done our duty right loyally by our Founder, who is, as
in time past, the "Monarch of the Hall he surveys;' but it is
no longer a Hall shored up by timbers, bl,lt a beautified and
consolidated structure. The Restoration of our Dining Hall,
however, can scarcely be numbered among the creations of
our Jubilee: it belongs rather to last year. The most signal
achievement of this year remains yet to be told. For many
weeks past we have observed Balbus, in the person of the
Sherborne bricklayer, busily building his wall in mriolls
parts of our School premises: we have seen him making most
interesting excavations and researches in the field behind the
::3wimming Bath: but he has not been engaged, as some
wiseacres suggested, on-that most ominous word in a Shir
burnian's ears-drains: nor have his operations had anything
to do with those mystic symbols S.V., which we know only too
well: no, it is to Hone of these that he has been applying his
time and mortar, but to a truly magnum, opus-a Sanatorium.

We at Sherborne are happily but seldom afflicted with
epidemics i our casualties are mostly obtained in the foutball
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field; we would differ from our" Carmen Saeculare," when it
says" durat follis crura." and would propose an emendation
to the effect that it produces what Homer divinely calls
u"'Ipov "'Iow, but what we less sublime mortals term" water on

the knee." The Sanatorium is now quite ready for habitation,
and the edifice, or rather house was most successfully
" warmed" on Nov. 30th. We will not be so uncharitable
as to hope it will suffer from a dearth of occupants, for we have
several would-be poets on our staff, who seem rather in need
of a "Sanatorium;" and some people even go as far as to say
that our worthy Editor is in need of a sanitorizing process,
especially in politics.

Nearer home we have not left the Sherborne workman
"unemployed." The back premises of Mr. 'Wood's house ha \'e
been invaded by a gang of hodmen, who ha\'e erected sundry
al,d mysterious scaffoldings and hoardings. Most of our readers
are doubtless aware that Mr. Wood has determined to retire at
Uhristmas from the position of a House master, when he will
hand over the management of his House to Mr. "Whitehead,
We would not venture a guess as to the length of time Mr.
Vfood has been among us; we shall not be exaggerating if we
say, that while we were yet in our perambulators, Mr. \Vood
was instilling the concentrated essence of Euclid into Shir
burnian heads; but though we grieve to think he will no
more continue a House master, we may congratulate our
selves that he has decided to remain a master without a
House.

Old Shirburnians will be interested to hear that the South
window of the Library is to be 'fitted with stained glass, re
presenting the foundation of the School by Edward VIth, as
a memorial of the Jubilee year, The Library itself is fast
growing, and additions are constantly being made to it by
friends and former members of the School. Of late its
treasures have been rendered much more available to the
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community, by the extension of the reading' franchise; and
all that is wanted to make our Library one of the most per
fect of School Libraries is this stained window, which is to be
put up before Christmas; £'50 are still wanted, and the
Headmaster will be glad to receive Ss. or more from any
fellow, who has not yet paid his Jubilee footing.

But as if to counter-balance all these additions, there is
to be a subtraction. The Governors are serioui:ily threatened
with the loss of the Little Field. To us the Little Field brings
back pleasant memories of a time, when we were yet in the
Lower School, and were" shepherds" of our" pen;" of a time,
when the Fifth and Sixth Grounds were still in existence: but
"the old order changeth, yielding place to new" and all these
institutions are now things of the past.

But we have said our say, and can only hope that the
School will flourish in the future as it is doing in the present,
and has done in the past, and that the words our old Shir
burnian poet, Mr. Lewis Morris, applies to the Minster, may
always prove applicable to it :-

And you shall be when I am not,
And yOll shall be a thing of joy
To many a frank and careless boy,

When I and mine are long forgot.

THE LAY OF BLAST, CLATTER, AND BANG, IRON-MASTERS.

Blast, Clatter, and Bang,
From the bowels of Hell we sprang;

\Ve fit new claws

To the Devil's paws,
And sharpen the serpent's fang.
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Shells, bullets, and guns,
We forge them by scores and tons j

And the War-gad's car,
Be he near or far,

On wheels of our shaping runs.

Yon engine that puffs so gay
Is for churning the Milky Way;

The oil that anoints
Its myriad joints

Is distilled from the lunar ray.

Feel them, you needn't flinch;
There isn't a piece will pinch:

We make them true,
I as-sure you,

To the millionth part of an inch.

That's will-power in a cruse,
For turning torpedo-screws:

The lightning's self
We have stored on a shelf,

But find it too ~low to use.

Motion, and form, and force
VIe have tracked to their primal source,

And the old Earth's axis,
\Vhenever it cracks, is

Repaired by our Firm, of course.

Blast, Clatter, and Bang,
This was the song they sang:

The thunder was hushed,
And for sheer shame blushed.

As the noise of their anvils rang.

"
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c. d'URBAN MORRIS, O.S.

Scholar of Lincoln College, Oxford, 1845.

I st Class in Classical Greats, 1849.

Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, 1850-55.

Professor of Latin and Greek at Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, 1876-1885.

Died at Baltimore, February 7th, 1886.

TO SHERBORNE SCHOOL.

Upraise thy quiet sceptre,stony queen.
Daughter of £Id and mother of to-day,
Whether, all-silent, in the lunar sheen
Thou sit'st immerst, or when Aurora's ray
Greets thee with waking kisses-let them play
On thy cold cheeks; and let the winds that mar
The autumnal elm-tops, in their wanton way
Arouse the cradled echoes, while afar

They shriek about thy stones in elemental war.

Chill night dissolves, struck by the sunny flush
Of nebulous glory- and the day is near
Speeding apace, while the innumerous rush
Of life is surging through the frame.-The fear
Of death is not for such as thou.-O hear
The tide that pulses in thee! Perish never
Solemn and indestructible! Endear
Thy children with thy smile, that shines for ever,

Like sunlight on the surge of some voluminous rh:er!
~i

'.
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Child of the deeds of ages rare, if rude,
When mitred abbots in thy chambers sate,

When the monks stole in pious solitude
Amid the cloister glooms. Fruit of their fate!
Phrenix! Arise in glory, and elate,
Burst, like the beauty of the budding year
From the receding snows, immaculate-
From thy dead mother's side.-Rise, and appear

Glowing and gladsome now-a birth within a bier.

Thy voice hath gone abroad; it is become
A murmur in all lands, from where the blaze
Of planetary glory on the dumb
Unfruitfulness of sad Sahara plays,
To where the gelid touch of winter lays
The Arctic waters in sublime repose.
For thee is no senescent length of days,
For life is in, and of thee: power arose

In thy prolific womb with keen, intestine throes.

New strength into thy veins is ever pour'd,

In its augmentive streams; for thou was't made
A feeble freshet first, that, gathering, roar'd
With the full voice of thunderous cascade,
Whose trump of triumph makes the woods afraid:
So did thy strength arise, and so shall be
A power indissoluble, Time hath play'd

The music that begot thee: shall she see

Thy monumental wreck uplift its threnody?

Thy sons have come-and left thee: some in joy
Have fled thy presence, and in sorrow some;
Others exultant, on their own employ,
Sped forth like winds. The voices that were dumb
Vibrating now, in cadence, are become

The spectres of the voicelessness, that falls,
Like some concealing cere-cloth, 'when the hum
Of life lies silenced 'neath thy stately walls,

And every quiring star to his companion calls.

" "A.6
A. 13.
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FOOTBALL.

THE SCHOOL v. BATCOMBE RECTORY.

This match was played on Saturday, November 12th,
and resulted in a victory for the School by two goals and two
tries to nil. At first the Batcombe forwards had the best of it,
but Fenwick took the ball back to half way. Smith now
made a good dribble, but this was counter-balanced by the
efforts of Poore, Bryant and Waldy,~whobrought the game into
the Visitors' XXV. Some good passing between Taylor, Ellis,
and Fenwick enabled the latter to secure a try near the
touchline: Jenkins kicked a splendid goal. After the kick out,
How made a good dribble, and Fenwick punted into their
XXV. Ellis then got over the line, but was mauled out by
Smith and another of the Visitors. Rice touched down.

Half-time was now called, and several grovels ensued, III

which Williams and Lonsdale for the School, and Smith for
Batcombe were conspicuous. Shortly after the School
forwards rushed the ball up to the Batcombe goal, and Baring
Gould got in between the posts: Jenkins however failed to
kick a goal. Directly after Fenwick got in, but missed the
kick, a hard one. Long- now relieved his side by a good punt,
but the School would not be denied, and Ellis obtained a try
for them between the post, which was converted into a goal.
Nothing worthy of note occurred till' no side' was called,
except a good dribble by How.

For the School the outsides played well, while Jenkins,
Williams and Lonsdale were conspicuous among the forwards;
while for the Visitors Smith, Rice and Howell did their best
to avert defeat.

We append £he teams :-

The School :-Rogerson, back; T. H. Ll. Fenwick, Ellis,
mi., R. W. \Valdy, three-quarter-backs: H. C. Bryant, C. S.
Baring-Gould, half-backs: C. J. Jenkins, (captain), S. How, H.
Williams, C. J. c. J. Crew, R. A. Poore, Taylor ma., Lonsdale
!lla, Filgate mi., Baker mi., forward~.
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Batcombe Rectory :-E. Warner; L. St. John, H. Howell,
H. R. Rice, three-quarter-backs: E. C. West, W. E. Smith,
half-backs: F. C. Yardley (captain), A. E. Raikes, G. H.
Prevost, W. H. Long, A. C. Curt, W. C. Lyon, E. J. Woodley,
H. Kirk, A. E. \iValsh, forwards.

THE SCHOOL v. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, DOWNTON.

This match was pla};:ed on Wednesday, November 23rd,
and resulted in a victory for the School by two goals and two
tries to nit. No report of this match has been sent in to us
for publication.

SHERBORNE SCHOOL v. MR. BACKHOUSE'S TEAM.

This match was played on the School ground on Wednesday,
Nov. 30th. Backhouse kicked off, and the ball was
returned by Ellis to half-way, where a series of grovels took
place, till a good run by House brought it into the School
XXV., where it remained till a kick by Fenwick returned it to
half-way. From thence the good passing of Baring-Gould,
Ellis, andLonsdale brought the game into the visitors' XXV.
Lloyd then ran and passed to House, who was collared by
Rogerson in the School XXV.; but the visitors were forced back
to half-way,while some splendid passing between Baring-Gould,
How, Lonsdale, Poore, and Waldy brought the School almost
on their opponents' goal-line, who were soon afterwards forced
to touch-down. Mayo then dropped out to Fenwick, who
returned the ball well. After the game had been carried back
to half-way, Waldy ran into the XXV., where grovels followed,
in which the visitors lost House, who retired injured. Half
time was then called. Jenkins re-started the game, Lloyd
returning the ball: grovels ensued in neutral ground; till the
School drove their opponents, who were relieved through a
good run by Bridge, whom Rogerson collared. A good dribble
by How took the ball back to the XXV., and Fenwick ran in.
The kick by Jenkins failed. At Mayo's kick out off-side was
called, and the School soon made the visitors touch-down.
Mayo again kicked out, and the ball being returned to the XXV.
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a number of grovels succeeded. Ford then ran to half-way,
where he was well collared by Rogerson; this was counteracted
by Ellis; but the School were rushed, till relieved hy an
excellent dribble by Williams. vValdy then got the ball and
succeeded in obtaining a try. The kick by Jenkins again
failed. Soon afterwards Mayo touched down and kicked out to
half-way, where the ball was kept till time was called. The
School were thus left victors by two tries to nil.

For the School Fenwick and Baring-Gould outside, and
Jenkins and -VVilliams in the grovel played well; while for the
visitors House outside, with Backhouse and Manfield forward
were most conspicuous. The teams were :-

School :-T. C. Rogerson, back; T. H. Ll. Fenwick, R.
W. Waldy, G. A. Ellis, three-quarter backs; H. C. Bryant,
C. S. B~I!,I].g:Q?_u~d,half-backs; C. G. Jenkins (captain),S. How,
D. H. Williams, C. J. Crew, R. A. Poore, Lonsdale ma.,
Filgate mi., Baker mi., Benn, forwards.

Mr. B,rckhouse's Team.-H. H. W. Mayo, back; J. E. M.
Bridge, M. C. Kemp, Ford ma., W. E. Lloyd, three-quarter
backs; H. H. House, A. Backhouse (captain), half-backs; B.
Nightingale, H. Dorling, R. Smith, J. \Voolmington, R.
Burgess, J. McEnery, \V. H. Manfield, Deacon, forwards.

THE SCHOOL t'. TROJANS.

This match was played on the Schoolground on Saturday,
December 3rd. The Trojans won the toss, and Oswald kicked
off. The first struggles took place in the School XXV., where
the ball remained till a good dribble by Oswald brought it to
the School goal-line; but a kick by Fenwick returned it into
neutral ground. After this the School were again pressed, but
succeeded in driving their opponents back to half-way, where
the game was kept for some time. The School were next
rushed into their XXV., and a good run by Page took the ball
on to the School goal-line. From here the School, by hard
play, brought the game back to half-way. A run by Foord now
took it back into our XXV. : this was counteracted by a run by
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Waldy to half-way, who soon after got the ball again and
passed to Lonsdale, who took it into the Trojan XXV. Shortly
after this Fenwick neatly ran in. The kick by Jenkins, a hard
one, failed. Half-time was now called. After Jenkins had
kicked off for the school, the Trojans by some quick play forced
their opponents back past the half-way flag; till Ellis made a
good kick to their XXV., and Fenwick having got the ball
brought it up to the Trojan goal-line, where How dribbled it in
and fell on it. Fenwick tried the kick, but was unsuccessful.
Oswald kicked out, and Jenkins returned the ball splendidly,
sending it outside behind. After Oswald had kicked out again,
Jenkins got hold of the ball and took it from half-way
well into the Trojan XXV., where Fenwick made a good
run. \iVhen collared, he passed to How, who sent the
ball to Lonsdale, enabling the latter to run in. Jenkins
tried the kick, this time successfully. After the ball
had been set in motion, the game remained in neutral
territory for some time; but the Trojans penned the
School who were relieved through good runs by Waldy
and Lonsdale, but a splendid dribble by Oswald sent
the ball outside behind the School goal-line. After Jenkins
had kicked out, vValdy made a.nother smart run. When
tackled he passed to Baring-Gould, who in his turn passed to
Lonsdale and t~e latter ran in. J enkins kicked the goal
\\Then Oswald had kicked off the School penned their
opponents, who were soon forced to touch down. After the
ball had been re-started the game was kept in neutral territory
till time was called. The School were thus left victors by two

goals and two tries to nil.

For the School all the outsides played well while Jenkins,
Lonsdale, and Crew were conspicuous in the grovel. For
the visitors Oswald and Page did their best to avert defeat.

The teams were as follows :-

The School :-T. C. Rogerson, back; T. H. Ll. Fen
wick, R. W. Waldy, G. A. Ellis, three-quarter-backs; H. C.
Bryant, C. S. Baring-Gould,half-backs; C. G. Jenkins (captain),
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S. How, D. H. Williams, C. J. Crew, R. A. Poore, C. Lons
dale, A. M. Filgate, C. D. Baker, Taylor, ma., forwards.

The Trojans :-H. G. R. Aldridge, back; H. J. Foord, G.
R. Page, J. Boyd, three-quarter-backs; A. L. Oswald (captain),
F. W. Randall, P. M. Randall, J. Hyde, A. J. Ellaby, P. Mus
pratt, S. R. Baskett, B. W. Troughton, W. Harvey, forwards.

OLD SHIRBURNIAN FOOTBALL CLUB.

OXFORD OLD SHIRBURNIANS '/I. CAMBRIDGE OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

This match, which we venture to hope will become an
annual feature, was played at Oxford, on the St. Catherine's
Ground, on Thursday, December 1st. Cambridge were
playing two substitutes, but had decidedly the best of the
game throughout, and won by 4- tries to one. Fendall (2),
Salisbury, and Devitt scored for the winners, while Oxford's
solitary point was got by Cochrane. Fendall, Gray, Jaffrey,
and Storrs played best for the winners, while Nutt, Hewett,
and Cochrane played up hardest for the home XV. The teams
were as under :-

Oxford Old Shirburnians :- H. G. Sheldon (St. John's), back;
J. B. G. Lester (University), C. A. Cochrane (Christ Church),
A. S. Littlewood (University), three-quarter backs; W. G.
Boyd (Hertford), B. E. Bell (St. John's), half-backs; H. Y.
Nutt (St. John's), captain, J. A. Hewett (St. John's), A. G.
Aldous (Hertford), R. C. Maunsell (\Vadham), E. J. Nelson
(Hertford), \V. H. G. Southcomb (Exeter), T. P. Jones-Parry
(Hertford), E. de B. Thurston (Trinity), F. B. Hicks
(Vniversity), forwards.

Cambridge Old Shirburnialls:-\V. Elton (Trinity Hall), back;
W. ff. Fendall (Trinity Hall), A. Devitt (Trinity Hall), H. C.
Hill (Trinity Hall), three-quarter backs; C. S. Storrs
(Emmanuel), H. B. Boyd (sub.) (Trinity Hall), half-backs;
H. A. Gray (Trinity Hall) captain, H. J. Mongan (Trinity
Hall), N. P. Jaffrey (Trinity Hall), J. Benson (Trinity), R. B.
Harrison (Trinity Hall), C. H. Salisbury (St. John's), F. F.
Hort (Emmanuel), D. K. l\Iacdonald (Jesus), O. VV. Seligman
(sub.) (Trinity Hall), forwards.
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'DIFFICILE EST SATIRAM NON SCRIBERE.'

\Vhen Christmas wIth Its gladness, and its suppers drowns our sadness,
Full many an Old Shirbumian may be seen

A-wallcing from the station with a rollicking rotation, .
And wearing in his eye a haughty mien.

In 'checks' reverse of tasteful, of his cigarettes too wasteful,
With many a nod and recognising bow,

He struts to where arises the poor Cheap Street he despises:
The' Parade' can scarce contain his worship now!

With a knot of 'school-boys' meeting, he assumes a hearty greeting,
, \Vell you fellows! glad to see you looking well! '

\Vhile Smith in tones admiring, behind Jones' back retiring,
\Vhispers tremulously; '\Yhat a haughty swell! '

Don't you see his patent leathers? (quite impervious to all weather,,)
And my word-, a gilded imitation chain!

\Vhat a waistcoat-and a collar-, I would bet my bottom dollar

That he couldn't move his neck-apart from pain.

To l:is house his footsteps bending, his house-master condescending

To acknowledge with a nod or-How d'ye do?
Then makes cursory enquiries-next requests you to admire his

New ring just bought with shillings not a few.

Through his eye-glass fiercely staring, at the small boys bravely glaring,
He next throughout the studies goes his rounds,

Then departing seeks a lodging in 'the Digby '-masters dodging,
Though no longer, he remarks, 'tis out of bounds.

The reasons-says experience-for their butterfly appearance,
In the lack of early caning must be sought.

Could some' fate the giftie 'gie them' but to see as others see them
A beneficial change might still be wrought.

For their foolishness derided, this excuse may be provided,
They are young, and very young, without a doubt,

And their plenteous lack of gumption seems to favour the assumption
That their mothers do not know that they are out.
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For these lines apologising, to the reader now surmising

Against ,whom these weakling verses have heen hurled,
I will answer-they're intended for those sporting souls (pretended),

Of whom there are too many in this world.

To draw my lines still nearer, make my point a little clearer,

Be it known that they me aimed against a fop,

Who once held in erudition a sedentary position,
At that end of Modem Third reverse of top.

I J. C.J.H.
c...]: H IS A"~u" Wctv~h()\1C4.-2"el·~"J\'oTe \:>o.d.

DEBATING SOCIETY.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER, 8th. A meeting was held, the first
ot the year, to transact private business. The old Cabinet
system was renewed, and J. J. Cotton was elected President,
with S. T. Chadwick as Vice-President, and E. C. Hort, as
Secretary. T. C. Rogerson was elected a member of the
Society. It was decided to admit as audience to the debates
no one below the Lower Fourth Form.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16tl. A meeting was held to elect
new members. The following were duly elected: S. H.
Langton, H. S. Stephenson, R. B. Rogers, B. Swanwick, C.
H. Wybergh, F. Romer, H. C. Lovett, W. de M. Penne
father, W. E. Fiske, M. J. Honnywill, C. B. L. Greenstreet,
and F. E. Wilkinson.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22nd. Subject for debate: "That
this House approves of the action of the Government, with
regard to the Mitchelstown affair." Proposed by the Secretary
and Vice-President, and opposed by S. How and H. L. Taylor.

The following members spoke:-

\1\ (lye."';.

FOI' the Propo.,ifioll.

E C. Hart
S. T. Chadwick

C. A. P. H. 1\1. Filgate

H. C. Bryant

T, C. Rogerson

H. Hamersley

.Against the P,·opositioll.

S. How
H. L. Taylor

W. E. Fiske

R. W. Waldy
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On a division being taken, the Proposition was declared to

have been carried by a majority of seven votes (15-8). This
debate can hardly be called a success; the speeches were, with
one or two exceptions, not good. A meeting of the Society
was held, after the audience had dispersed, when J. J. Cotton
resigned the office of President, and S. How was elected in his
stead.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29th. Subject for Debate; "That
the good old times are preferable to the present." Proposed
by F. R. Hicks and and H. L. Taylor, and opposed by S.
How and E. C. Hort.

The speakers were as follows ;-

For the Proposition.

F. R. Hicks

H. L. Taylor
W. E. Fiske
R. W. Waldy

Against the PrppositioJl.

S. How
E. C. Hort
C. A. P. H. M. Filgate
T. C. Rogerson
H. C. Bryant
H. Hamersley

The following member of the audience spoke,
LIoyd, ma.,

The proposition was lost by 12 votes to 10. This debate
was very poor, and almost devoid of interest. Very few
members had taken the trouble to look up the subject, and the
speeches were not to the point.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12th. A meeting was held to
revise the rules and reconsider the Constitution. The Head
master was present and suggested various improvements. The
Rules were then thoroughly revised, and the Cabinet System
was abolished in favour of a modified form of the Speaker
regMne. E. C. Hort was elected Speaker, with S. T. Chad
wick as Secretary, and T. C. Rogerson as Under-Secretary.
It was settled that the Head of the School should be ex-officio.
Treasurer of the Funds of the Society. It was further
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arranged that each member present at a debate should be at
liberty to bring a guest with him; beyond these guests, and
the members themselves, no audience to be admitted.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19th. A meeting was held in the
Lower Fifth Class-room, kindly lent for the purpose by Mr.
Rhoades.

Subject for Debate: "That the execution of Charles 1.
meets with the approval of this House." Proposed by E. C.
Hort and S. T. Chadwick, opposed by F. R. Hicks and H. L.
Taylor.

For the Proposition.
E. C. Hart
S. T. Chadwick
W. B. Wildman, Esq.,
F. Romer
H. C. Bryant

H. Hamersley
H. N. Ferrers

Against the Proposition.
F. R. Hicks
H. L. Taylar
C. H. Wybergh

C. D. Baker
H. S. Stephensan
S. H. Langton

On a division being taken, the votes were found to be
equal (9-9) and the Speaker gave his casting vote in favour of
the Proposition, which thus won by 10 to g. This Debate, the
first under the new regime, was a great improvement on former
ones, being very spirited and energetic. Mr. Wildman spoke
at length for the Proposition, giving us a most eloquent
and convincing speech.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26th. A meeting was held in the
Lower Fifth Class-room. 1\lr. President was unavoidably
absent, and deputed C. A. P. H. M. Filgate to fill his

place.

Subject for Debate: "That the National defences of
England are inadequate" proposed by H. N. Ferrers and H.

S. Rix: opposed by F. Romer and H. L. Taylor. There
spoke:-



Fo,' the Proposition.
H. N. Ferrers

H. S. Rix
C, H. Wybergh
H. Harrison
R. B. Rogers

.Against the Proposition,
F. R. Hicks (2)
H. L. Taylor (2)

H. C. Lovett

Debating Society.

.Against the Propositioll.
F. Romer

H. L, Taylor
H. Hamersley
T. C. Rogerson
F. R. Hicks
H. D. Baker.

The following member of the audience spoke:

Cardale.

On a division being taken, seven voted on each side, and
as the Deputy-Speaker did not exercise his privilege of giving
a casting vote, the result was a tie. The speeches were good,
and the interest in the subject maintained till the end.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3rd. Subject for Debate: "That
the French Revolution meets with the approval of this House,"
proposed by H. S. Stephenson and H. N. Ferrers, opposed by
F. R. Hicks and H. L. Taylor.

"The following members spoke :-

Fo,' the Proposition.
H. S. Stephenson (2)

H. N. Ferrers (2)

B. Swanwick
W. B. Wildman, Esq.,

J. J. Cotton

On a division being taken, the Proposition was declared to
have been carried bya majority of IQ votes (12-2). Mr. Wildman
made the speech of the evening, and triumphantly controverted
the arguments of the opposition. A fair knowledge of the sub
ject was shown by the speakers. After the debate H. J.
Cardale was elected a member of the Society,

LITERARY SOCIETY.

The sixth meeting of the Society took place towards the
end of last Term, when E. C. Hort read an interesting paper
on "The Subjection of \Vomen." An animated discussion
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ensued, in which the Secretary, H. H. House, Esq., Rev. A.
C. Clapin, J. J. Cotton, A. F. Turner, and several others took
part. The proceedings terminated with the usual vote of
thanks.

A Business Meeting was held at the beginning of this
Term. J. J. Cotton was elected President of the Society,
vice F. F. Hort, who had left the School, and E. C. Hort, was
elected Secretary. vice H. E. A. Cotton, who had also left the
School. H. J. Cardale, G. Russell-Wright, H. S. Stephenson
and W. H. Skelton were elected members of the Society.

The seventh Meeting of the Society took place on Saturday,
November 5th, when H. N. Ferrers read an interesting and in
structive paper on "Oliver Cromwell." A good discussion
followed, in which the President, H. H. House, Esq., the
Secretary, S. T. Chadwick, S. H. Langton, H. S. Stephenson
and T. C. Rogerson took part. The proceedings terminated
with the usual vote of thanks.

FIELD SOCIETY.
The first meeting of the term was held in the Science

Lecture Room on Thursday, October 6th. After a number of
presentations to the Museum had been announced by the Vice
President, A. C. Clapin read an interesting paper on the Birds
of Dorset. The lecturer enlivened his paper by many personal
anecdotes, which were greatly appreciated by the ornithological
section of the audience.

The second meeting was held on November 3rd, when S.
H. Langton read a paper on the Alps. The Lecturer showed
a personal acquaintance with many of the scenes he described.
At the conclusion the customary vote of thanks was passed.

The third meeting of the term was held in the
Museum on December 1st, when T. D. Stanger-Leathes read
a paper on Sea Monsters.
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It has been decided to open the Museum to Members of
the Society, during the winter, between five and seven on half
holidays; and a series of lectures have been promised by !VIr.
Weisse, to be given between six and seven on Wednesdays;

three of these have already been given, the subjects being :
Insect Life and Formation: Our Coals, and how we get them:
and The Anatomy of the Human Frame.

ORGAN RECITAL.

!VI. Alexandre Guilmant gave his fourth Organ Recital,or to
quote the programme, his" qllatrieme seance d'orgue," in Big
School on Friday, December 2nd; and everyone who was
present on that occasion had the pleasure of listening to such
a treat as but seldom falls to the lot of any Public Schoolboy.
The audience, alas, was small, but it made up for its lack of
numbers by its enthusiasm and attentiveness.

The great feature of the evening was, of course, Mr.
Guilmant's improvisation: two themes were presented him at
sight, the first two lines of Orlando Gibson's chorale" Great
God what do I see and hear," and of !VIr. Parker's Carvzm Shir
bttrnie1lse. Of these Mr. Guilmant contrived to make a most
astonishing fugue, which ended with a grand Pedal-point. Vie
must admit that at this Concert the subjects for the improvisa
tion were better chosen than last year, as everybody knew the
tunes, and was the better able to follow them. Of the other
pieces on the programme, if we may be allowed to express a
preference, we would give it to M. Guilmant's own Canzone
III A minor.

The whole recital was an unqualified success, and we can
only hope that we may soon be having the pleasure of listening
again to such a great maestro as M. Guilmant.

The music performed was as follows :-
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Th. Dubois

Alex. Guilmant

n. Muffat (1727)

I. FANTASIA in E major
2. CONCERTO No. 10 in D minor and major

G.F. Halldel (1685-1759) (with Cadenzas
by Alex. Guilmant.)

I. Adagio-allegro
11. Aria

Ill. Allegro
3. CANZONE in A minor

1a. ~ARABANDE ... ...
4· t b. GAVOTTE in D major (arranged

by W. T. Best) J. S. Bach (1685-1750)
5. OFFERTOIRE upon two Christmas themes Alex. (juilmant
6. PRELUDE and FUGUE in D minor ... MeJldelssolm

(1809-1847)
7. IMPROVISATION upon themes suggested

by members of the audience.
8. GRAND CHORUS in G major Salome

SHERBORNE SCHOOL MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The ninety-ninth concert of the above society was given on
J\Ionday, November lOth.

The choir only appeared III two part-songs; but in
what they did attempt they were fairly successful, and seem to
have lost but little by the infusion of new blood, or rather of
new lungs. The singing of the Country Fair was very
creditable to them; the whole piece, and especially the bizarre
waltz movement was very taking, and was loudly encored
by the audience.

The orchestra, though small, was select, and we are glad to
say not indebted to professional aid. They were most
effective in Herman's Couronne d'or, and in the Fete a Trianon,
and the band itself and its instructor, Mr. Regan, deserve to be
congratulated on the success which attended their efforts.

Wybergh and Lloyd mi. were heard to great advantage both in
the duet, No. 8 on the programme, and in their solos: the
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school generally may be justly proud of the possession of two
such instrumentalists. Knobel mi. made a very fair debut as a
violinist, and we hope to hear him again. His brother gave a
very creditable rendering of Mendelssohn's difficult Andante
and Rondo capriccioso in E.

Mr. Parker gave his audience a real treat in the song, "Deh,
vieni alIa Finestra," from Mozart's Don Juan, which was
greatly appreciated by them. Mr. Hodgson also scored
an unqualified success in the well-known song from" Carmen,"
and in response to vociferous plaudits, gave an encore.

vVe append the programme:

Abt

Bizet

Mozart

Langey

Roubier

Herman
Bennett
Merkel

Kluss
... Macfarren

4. SONG

I. OVERTURE
2. PART SONG
3•. ORGAN SOLO

g. SONG

Couronne d'Or
" Of all the Arts"

March
Wybergh.

..." Deh, vieni alIa Finestra " ...
(Don Juan)

Mr. Parker.

5. VIOLIN DUET ... "L<endler "
Uoyd. mi.. and KnobeI, mi.

With accompaniment for strings.

6. PIANO SOLO Andante and Rondo capriccioso Mendel~sohn
Knobel. ma.

7. GAVOTTE Willkommen
8. DUET for Violin and Organ

Lloyd. mi. and Wybergh.

Toreador (Carmen)
Mr. Hodgson.

10. PART SONG The Country Fair
II. DANsE CARACTERISTIQUE (1776) U ne Fete a

Trianon

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.



\Ve remain,

Yours,
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To tile Editor of the Shirburnian.
DEAR MR. EDITOR,

:Now that fellows are beginning to practice again for the gymnasium
competition next term, might I again through the medium of your magazine
call attention to the fact that the School Six have no distinguishing mark or
badge of any kind? It would, I am sure, be felt a greater honour to belong to
the Six, if each member could wear, say, a belt in silk or otherwise, of the
School colours (dark blue and light yellow) when in the gymnasium
itself, and have his' vest in future contests trimmed with a similar colour. It is not
such au easy matter to get into the Six, and gymnastics are certainly worth
encouraging. Therefore I hope that this poiut will meet with the due considera
tion ofthe authorities, and that this time I may not write in vain.

Yours truly,

GYM.

November 12th, 1887.
DEAR SIR,'

I have noticed with great regret from week to week that no Notices appear
.in the Field of our performances in the Football Matches. It has always been the
custom to send accounts of out-matches up to the paper mentioned, and surely
the summons that reach us that the Fifteen this year is hardly up to the standard

of former seasons are no excuse for the discontinuance of a practice, which gives
so much pleasure to past Shirburnians and so little trouble to the Captain for the
time being. Hoping to see this rectified in next week's Field.

I remain,
Sincerely yours,

A. G. ALDOUS.
DEAR SIR,

\Ve, the undersigned, much regret to see in your last issue a notice
in the School News couched in terms which outrage the established principles of
this or. any other School Paper. \Ve have yet to learn what the last Shirottl"nian

would.apparently have the world believe, that the loyal School of Sherborne IS in
favour of the dismemberment of Her Majesty's Empire. Hoping that this is the
last occasion on which, contrary to all precedent, a notice appearing among

those that should be purely official will be coloured by an Editor's (pro. tern.)
political views.

OXFORD, O.S.
P.S.-Need we say that we refer to your Notice of ~Ir. Buchanan's political

vacillation?
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[" Man is naturally a political beast" says Aristotle, according to one trans

lation, and the Editor is no exception to tlle rule. Bnt in this case he has been

decidedly most impolitic. However, we do not quite see how we have given the
world to nnderstand that the whole School approves of Mr. Buchanan's change
of opinion, for the m'onosyllable •• we" can by no manner of means be per

verted to signify the whole School. Bnt this is neither here nor there', and if the

Editor, who is really a most inoffensive person, has been so unfortunate as to
offend anyone by his well-meaning but ill-construed compliment, he begs most

humbly to cry "peccavi."l

DEAR ~IR. EDITOR,

May I be permitted to suggest that our School songs should be

'collected into one volume? It seems a pity that the musical harvests of so

many years should remain scattered to the four winds of heaven.

I remain,

Yours &c..

Y.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

'Vill you allow me to correct an abuse which has been increasing of

late years in the :ihll'bumiall i I allude to the total absence of any report of the

School concerts. The School Musical Society might have ceased to exist! The
only information 0.8. receive about it is after this brief style" The 80th concert
took place on snch and snch a date," which sort of notice might be just as well

omitted altogether, from all the benefit those away from the School receive from

it. Do you think, Mr. Editor, you could find room to print the programme at

least, in the Shirbumian ?

Yours very trnly,
A.C.B.

[We are afr.lid that A.C.B. is a little too hard u;ion us: for if he will refer

again to his October uumber of the Shirbul'iliall, he will see that it was the Con

cert at the end of the last Term, of which so short a notice appeared. Now it
was the duty of the then Editor to write a report: but he has left, and left ns in

the lurch; thus it is, through no fault of our own, that no more than a brief

notice was inserted.

As to the suggestion that the :Mu.sical Society has ceased to exist, we can

assure Mr. A.C. B. that, if he will come down to Sherborne with his brother O.S.'s

. on December 19th, he will find that "th~ dead are not dead, but alive" and

very much alive too.]
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O. S. CHRONICLE.

Mr. J. E. Aldous (b), has been appointed by the l\fasters of the Bench of
the Inner Temple to the vacancy on the Joint Board of Examiners for the
examination of gentlemen previous to their admission to an Inn of Court, in
succession to Mr. R. G. C. Mowbray, M.P., who has resigned. Mr., Aldous
was called to the Bar in 1881. and is a member of the South Eastern Circuit.

F. F. Hort (a), Emmanuel, appeared as a priest in the recent performance
of the ., Oedipus Tyrannus .. at Cambridge.

H. P. Tregarthen (a), late Scholar of University College, Oxford, has taken
his M.A. Degree.

R. F. W. Holme (a), C. C. C., "\V. E. K. Shore (a), late Scholar of Hertford,
H. E. H. Kent (a), St. John's, have taken their B.A. Degrees at Oxford.

We are glad to see that E. A. Nepean (a), University, has been speaking in
the Union Debates at Oxford; and H. Cayley (a), Trinity, in the Cambridge
Union Debates.

C. S. Storrs (a), Emmanuel, was rowing in the Trial Eights at Cam
bridge. He also rowed in the Emmanuel Eight last May, and stroked his
College Four in the races just past.

We 'not,ice that F. A. Pitts-Tucker (a), St. Thomas' Hospital,

played for the United Hospitals against Cooper's Hill.
The following O. S.'s at Oxford rowed in the winning boat in their

College Scratch Fours :-1'. P. Jones Parry (a) (2), Hertford; F. B. Hicks
(a), (stroke),and C. Bathurst (a), University (bow); H. E. A. Cotton (a), Jesus,
" coxed" the winning Four of his College.

R. C. Maunsell (d), is Secretary of the Wadham College, R. U. F. C.
The following old Shirburnians are in their College XV's: - Oxford: St.

John's, J. A. Hewett (b),H. Y. Nutt. B. E Bell (a),H. G.Sheldon (a); Hertford,
E. J. Nelson (f), T. P. Jones-Parry (a), W. G. Boyd (aj. Cambridge: Trinity
Hall: H. A. Gray (a), N. P. Jalfrey (f), A. Devitt (n) ; W. If. Fendall has
also played for Trinity Hall. Emmanuel, F. F. Hort (a). Peterhouse, F; C.
Frink (b), formerly Bree.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The following have be~n presented with their colours since our last

appearance in public :-1St XV., D. H. "\Villiams (c), C, S. Baring-Gould (a),
C. J. C. J. Crew (e), R. A. Poore (j), G. A. ElIis (c), T. C. Rogerson (b), C.
Lonsdale (d), 2nd XV., A. R. P. H. M. Filgate (c), C. D. Baker (c), H. L.

Taylor (a).

The first paperchase of the season was run on Saturday, November 19th,

the hares being C. Bere~s (b), H. L. Taylor (a), and H. P.Thompson (d). The

meet was in the School Courts, and the Course taken was up Honeycombe.

along the Lillington road and' home again by Lenthay. The first of the
hounds to arrive was C. Lonsdale (d), closely followed by J. 11!. S. Groves (0)
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and H. Harriso:J. (,,). One of the bags was lost, and the other,brought in by

S. Boucher (a).

The Second Cup Paperchase was run on Wednesday, December 7th,
'the hares being A. W, Foote (a), W. Taylor (h), and H. P. Thompson (d).

The course led past the Preparatory School and over the Yeovil road into
innumerable ploughed fields, which proved very discomforting to the hounds,
as there had been a hea;y fall of nlin and snow that morning. The first of
the hounds to put in an appearance were H. Harrison (a), and J. M. S.

Groves (a), each with a bag.
Mr. E. Watts-Russell gave a series of recitations in Big School on the

evening of November 17th; the selections, both tragic and comic, were
'greatly appreciated by a large and attentive audience.'

The examination for the Bowen (Modern History) Prize will take place

in the course of next term: the papers will be set by the Founder ofthe prize
himself. The subject for the prize is Modern History from the time of

Charlemagne to that of our Queen Victoria; and the examination is open to
all members of the School.

M. C. Kemp, Esq., of Harrow School, and late scholar of Hertford
College, O~rd, has taken Mr. Dunn's place as Modern Languages Master.

The Editbr,'Z..beg to ~ledge, with thanks, subscriptions to the
Shirhurnian from the~ing :-":'-M. 'H. Green, Esq., E. C. l\Ialan, Esq., F.

F. Hart, Esq., C. H. Salisbury, Esq:, J. Benson, Esq., A. Wyatt-Smith,
Esq., A. Waugh, Esq., T. P. Jones-Parry, Esq., P. J. English, Esq., W.

J. Galpin, Esq.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
. B.U.S. - We hardly think your article would be likely to interest many of

our readers. Try again upon a more congenial subject.
"A Present Member of the School" and "A. Sloper." You do not seem to be

. aware that there is an old Shirburnian Football Club at either University; per
haps it is that we do not hear so much of their doings as we might, owingto the
non-appe,ara')i:e of any Oxford or Cambridge Letter in our columns.

The'Editor begs to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt
of the -following contemporaries :__Cliftonian, Salopian, Marl
burian (2), Ruthin School Magazine, Breconian, Durham University

J01}mal (2), T01.bridgian, Brighton College Ma«azine, Uppingham
School Magazine, Lancing College Magazine, Bathonian, Clavinian,
S. Ed7vard's School Chronicle (Oxford), Horae Scholasticae (2),
Wellilzgtonian, Magdalen College School Magazine,Felstedian,
Aluredian, Lorettonian, Reptonian, Haileyburian, Carthusian, Hurst

Jolmian, Youth (4), University College Magazine, Blue.


